ABSTRACT: Many enzymes use metal ions within their active sites to achieve enormous rate acceleration. Understanding how metal ions mediate catalysis requires elucidation of metal ion interactions with both the enzyme and the substrate(s). The three-dimensional arrangement determined by X-ray crystallography provides a powerful starting point for identifying ground state interactions, but only functional studies can establish and interrogate transition state interactions. The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme is a paradigm for the study of RNA catalysis, and previous work using atomic mutagenesis and quantitative analysis of metal ion rescue behavior identified catalytic metal ions making five contacts with the substrate atoms. Here, we have combined atomic mutagenesis with site-specific phosphorothioate substitutions in the ribozyme backbone to establish transition state ligands on the ribozyme for one of the catalytic metal ions, referred to as M A . We identified the pro-S P oxygen atoms at nucleotides C208, A304, and A306 as ground state ligands for M A , verifying interactions suggested by the Azoarcus crystal structures. We further established that these interactions are present in the chemical transition state, a conclusion that requires functional studies, such as those carried out herein. Elucidating these active site connections is a crucial step toward an in-depth understanding of how specific structural features of the group I intron lead to catalysis.
Phosphoryl transfer is a ubiquitous reaction in biology, yet it is extremely slow in solution (1, 2) . To accelerate this class of reactions to an extent compatible with life, many enzymes have evolved active sites that contain metal ions. To understand how enzymes utilize the catalytic power of metal ions, we must identify individual metal ions, define their coordination environment, and establish the network of interactions that position the coordinating groups. X-ray crystallography has been successfully used in many cases to determine the location of metal ions and nearby residues, providing powerful starting points to unveil the network of catalytic interactions and the effects of perturbation of these interactions on catalysis and the enzyme's reaction cycle. Nevertheless, X-ray crystallography provides ground state structures, and uncertainties about transition state interactions remain in the absence of functional data.
Metal ion rescue experiments provide a powerful means to identify specific metal ion interactions. As first developed by Cohn and Eckstein (3, 4) , a decrease in reactivity upon single-atom replacements of an oxygen atom by sulfur or nitrogen in Mg 2+ , which interacts weakly with sulfur, and subsequent rescue of activity upon addition of softer cations, such as Mn 2+ or Cd 2+ , which interact more strongly with sulfur, can provide evidence of direct metal ion coordination during catalysis. This technique has revealed catalytic metal ion interactions with enzyme substrates in many protein enzymes, especially for metal ion interactions within active site ATP · Mg 2+ complexes (ref 5 and references cited therein; see also Supporting Information).
In contrast to the relative ease of introducing single-atom substitutions in substrates, it remains a formidable challenge to introduce single-atom substitutions in proteins (6) , precluding the use of site-specific single-atom substitutions to identify metal ion binding sites in most protein backbones. In contrast, RNA enzymes, or ribozymes, are readily amenable to single-atom substitutions (7) . Given these favorable properties and the broad interest in understanding RNAs catalytic abilities and mechanisms, ribozymes have been attractive systems for investigation of the role of metal ions in enzymatic catalysis (ref 5 and references cited therein; see also Supporting Information).
The Tetrahymena ribozyme catalyzes a nucleotidyl transfer reaction from an oligonucleotide substrate (S) that mimics the natural 5′-splice site to an exogenous guanosine (G), which serves as the nucleophile in a reaction analogous to the first step of group I intron self-splicing (eq 1) (8, 9) .
Early metal ion rescue experiments identified four transition state contacts between metal ions and atoms on the substrates through use of thio-or amino-substituted substrates and provided evidence against metal ion interactions at other positions (ref 10 and references cited therein). To determine whether one or several distinct metal ions mediate these interactions, Shan et al. developed "thermodynamic fingerprint analysis" (TFA), 1 a quantitative approach that determines whether the same or different metal ions give rescue at different positions (11) . TFA and related analyses (11, 12) provided functional evidence for a network of transition state interactions within the Tetrahymena ribozyme active site, involving five substrate atoms interacting with three metal ions and additional hydrogen-bonding interactions ( Figure  1 ). According to the resultant model, metal ions coordinate to the 3′-oxygen of the leaving group (M A ), the 3′-oxygen of the G nucleophile (M B ), and the 2′-hydroxyl of the G nucleophile (M C ); M A and M C also contact the pro-S P oxygen of the scissile phosphate ( Figure 1 ). These metal ions contribute to catalysis in a number of ways (ref 10 and references cited therein). M A stabilizes the developing negative charge on the 3′-leaving group oxygen in the transition state, along with an intramolecular hydrogen bond from the neighboring 2′-hydroxyl group, and may contribute to electrostatic destabilization of the ground state. M A , in conjunction with M C , may help to stabilize negative charge developing on the pro-S P oxygen in the transition state. M B is likely to activate the nucleophile. Finally, M C may also contribute to the correct positioning of the two substrates, one relative to the other.
Four crystal structures of group I introns have been published in the past four years (13) (14) (15) (16) , providing an unprecedented atomic view of the group I intron. Despite the similar architecture, the four structures display significant variations in the number of active site metal ions and in the specific interactions made between the metal ions and the RNA backbone. In addition, one of the active site metal ions, M B , was not detected by X-ray crystallography. Instead, in the second Azoarcus crystal structure (16) , M C (or M 2 ) appeared to make contact with both the 2′-and the 3′-oxygens of the guanosine nucleophile on the basis of the observed distances between electron densities. The possible reasons for this difference have been discussed in the literature (10, 13, 16) and are not the subject of this report. Here we determine to what extent the observed ground state ribozyme environment around the catalytic metal ion, M A , is supported by functional data and can be extended to the fleeting transition state.
To functionally test potential ligands of catalytic M A , we introduced site-specific phosphorothioate substitutions on the ribozyme and applied TFA (5, 17) . We confirmed the pro-S P oxygen atom of C208 as a ligand for M A , as previously proposed on the basis of a qualitative analysis (18) , and identified two additional ligands for this metal ion, the pro-S P oxygen atoms of residues A304 and A306. Our results establish three ground state ligands for M A , consistent with results from the Azoarcus crystal structures (13, 16) , and further indicate that these contacts are present in the transition state.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials.
Wild-type in Vitro transcribed Tetrahymena L-21 ScaI ribozyme was prepared as described previously (9) . 2′-Aminoguanosine (G N ) was prepared as described (19, 20) . Standard oligonucleotide substrates were purchased from Dharmacon Inc. (Lafayette, CO) and 5′-32 P-end-labeled using standard methods (9) . Oligonucleotide substrates with phosphorothiolate linkage (S 3′S and CUCG 3′S A) were prepared as described (21) . Diastereoisomers of the oligonucleotides corresponding to nucleotides 204-211 of the ribozyme, containing single phosphorothioate substitution at position C208, and to nucleotides 297-311, containing single phosphorothioate substitutions at positions A304, A306, and U307, were separated by anion-exchange HPLC (0-370 mM NaCl over 5 min, then 370-470 mM NaCl over 35 min in a background of 25 mM Tris, pH 7.4) and desalted by SepPak (Waters, Milford, MA). Stereochemistry was assigned by elution under conditions in which the R P diastereoisomer elutes first (5, 22) .
Ribozyme Preparation. Variant ribozymes were constructed semisynthetically using a single-step three-piece ligation (7) . Constructs corresponding to nucleotides 22-203, 22-296, 212-409, and 312-409 of the Tetrahymena ribozyme were transcribed using a DNA template produced by PCR truncation of the plasmid-encoded ribozyme sequence, with excess GMP present in the transcription of the 3′-constructs (212-409 and 312-409) to yield a 5′-monophosphate. The 5′-construct contained a 3′-flanking hammerhead cassette to ensure homogeneous 3′-ends; the terminal 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate was removed after gel purification by treatment with T4 polynucleotide kinase (23) . The transcripts were ligated to the HPLC-purified synthetic oligonucleotides via a single-step ligation with T4 DNA ligase and a DNA splint to yield full-length ribozyme containing a single phosphorothioate mutation at the desired site. Yields were ∼10% in purified, fully ligated ribozyme. The ligated ribozymes were >90% active, as indicated by virtually monophasic kinetics under conditions in which oligonucleotide substrate cleavage occurs faster than oligonucleotide substrate dissociation (data not shown). General Kinetic Methods. All cleavage reactions were single turnover, with ribozyme in excess of the radiolabeled 5′-splice site analogue (*S) or 3′-splice site analogue (*P), which was always present in trace quantities. Reactions were carried out at 30°C in 50 mM buffer, 50 mM MgCl 2 , and varying concentrations of CdCl 2 . The buffers used were NaMES (pH 5.6-6.7), NaMOPS (pH 6.5-7.7), and Na-HEPES (pH 6.9-8.1). Reaction mixtures containing 10 mM MgCl 2 and all components except CdCl 2 and *S (or *P) were preincubated at 50°C for 30 min to renature the ribozyme. Additional components were added, and reactions were allowed to equilibrate at 30°C for 15 min before the addition of *S (or *P). Reactions were followed by gel electrophoresis and analyzed as described previously (8, 24) .
Determination of Rate and Equilibrium Constants. Table  1 describes substrates used and steps monitored. Values of k c , which represents the first-order rate constant for the reaction (E · S · xG) c f products (S ) CCCUCdUA 5 , with "d" representing a 2′-deoxynucleotide; xG ) G or UCG), and k open , which represents the first-order rate constant for the reaction (E · S · xG) o f products (S ) CCCd(UCU)A 5 , with "d" representing a 2′-deoxynucleotide; xG ) G or UCG), were determined at pH 6.9 with ribozyme saturating with respect to the oligonucleotide substrate (50 nM E) and with saturating guanosine nucleophile (xG; 2 mM G or 0.5 mM UCG). The subscripts "c" and "o" refer respectively to the closed and open complex, in which the duplex between the ribozyme's internal guide sequence (IGS) and S is either docked into tertiary contacts with the ribozyme's core or undocked and not making additional contacts (8, 25, 26) . Atomic level substitutions on S allowed control over which complex is formed (8, 24) . k open 3′S , which represents the first-order rate constant for the reaction (E · S 3′S · xG) o f products (S 3′S ) m(CCC)UCdU 3′S A, with "d" representing a 2′-deoxynucleotide, "m" representing a 2′-methoxynucleotide, and 3′S representing a 3′-phosphorothiolate linkage; xG ) G or UCG), was determined at pH 6.9 with ribozyme saturating with respect to the oligonucleotide substrate (50 nM E) and with saturating xG (2 mM G or 0.5 mM UCG).
(k c /K M ) G and (k c /K M ) G N are the second-order rate constants for the reaction E · S + G (or G N ) f products, where G is guanosine and G N is 2′-aminoguanosine. In these experiments, we used the oligonucleotide substrate -1r,dSA 5 , which binds to the wt and modified ribozymes in the open complex (Table 1, G and (k c /K M ) G N were determined at pH 6.9, with ribozyme saturated with respect to the oligonucleotide substrate (50 nM E) and with subsaturating G or GN (30 µM, which is at least 4-fold below saturation for all of the ribozymes; data not shown).
(k c /K M ) CUCG 3′X A (X ) O or S) is the second-order rate constant for the reaction (E · P) + CUCG 3′X A f products, where P ) d(CCCUC)U and the 3′-X subscript refers to the atom present at the 3′-position of the G nucleoside, either an oxygen (3′O) or a sulfur (3′S) atom. Values of (k c / K M ) CUCG 3′X A were determined at pH 5.5 with trace amounts of radiolabeled CUCG 3′X A and (E · P) subsaturating with respect to CUCG 3′X A (20 nM E for reactions with CUCG 3′O A, 200 nM E for reactions of CUCG 3′S A).
Association (k on ) and dissociation (k off ) rate constants were measured by gel mobility shift assay using pulse-chase experiments, as described previously (5, 8) . In Table 3 , k off values for the wt and A306S P ribozymes represent the averages from at least three independent measurements; values for the C208S P , A304S P , and U307S P ribozymes were determined in side-by-side experiments in one of these measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND RESULTS
Metal Ion Rescue and Functional Detection of Ribozyme
Ligands of Specific Catalytic Metal Ions. As noted in the introduction, metal ion rescue experiments provide a powerful means to identify functional interactions and have been used extensively for protein and RNA enzymes. This approach has been extended to provide quantitative information that allows determination of whether substrate atoms are contacted by the same or distinct metal ions, using TFA (11, 12) . In a further extension, coupled manipulation of both substrate and potential ribozyme ligands can determine whether such groups are indeed ligands for particular metal ions (5, 17, 27) . Possible complications that may arise in these analyses, but that do not apply to the Tetrahymena ribozyme, are described in the Supporting Information.
Consider two substrates, S o and S x , corresponding to the unmodified and sulfur-or amino-modified substrates, respectively. Schemes 1A and 1B show simplified reaction frameworks for the unmodified (or cognate) and modified substrates, respectively. We use Cd 2+ as the rescuing metal ion for simplicity, but the same consideration can be applied to metal ions that are softer than the native Mg 2+ , such as Mn 2+ and Zn
2+
. We show the reaction for the Tetrahymena ribozyme and use the symbols and abbreviations used to describe the experiments herein to simplify the presentation. In this reaction S is the oligonucleotide substrate that is an 
b Rate constants are defined according to the reaction framework in Scheme 3. c 3′S refers to a 3′-phosphorothiolate linkage; m )
intermolecular analogue of the 5′-splice site and G is the guanosine nucleophile. In Scheme 1, the reaction rate reflects the fraction of ribozyme that has Cd 2+ bound, with a rate enhancement with saturating Cd 2+ given by the parameters R and for S o and S x , respectively. The Cd 2+ concentration dependence of the observed rate constants gives the dissociation constant for Cd 2+ 
Cd , as shown in eqs 2a,b.
There are two critical features of this analysis. First,
Cd represents binding of Cd 2+ to the reaction's ground state, even though it is determined by following the reaction rate that represents transient attainment of the reaction's transition state. Second, for standard TFA the reaction's ground state is the free ribozyme and free substrates so that the substrate modification has no effect on the affinity of Cd 2+ for the ribozyme. Thus, the value of K d,app
Cd provides a "fingerprint" for the binding to the free ribozyme of the metal ion that rescues this particular substrate modification, and this value can be compared with the value of K d,app
Cd obtained for rescue at other positions to determine if the same or distinct metal ions give rescue. In practice, experiments are sometimes carried out with certain substrates bound, provided that control experiments have determined that the association of those substrates is not coupled to the binding of the rescuing metal ion; i.e., the binding of such substrates does not affect the dissociation constant for the rescuing metal ion (5, 10, 11) .
In particular with RNA enzymes, metal ions other than the one involved in rescue can bind and affect activity. In many cases, high concentrations of thiophilic metal ions cause inhibition of the normal reaction, apparently by binding at one or more alternate sites. There can also be stimulatory effects from occupancy of other sites. If these effects are the same with the normal and the modified substrate, they can be readily eliminated by using a relatiVe rate constant, k rel , which is simply the ratio of rate constants for the modified and unmodified substrates at each Cd 2+ concentration. This is often the case, and this approach has been used on multiple occasions (11, 12, (27) (28) (29) . Further, experiments are usually carried out in a background of excess Mg 2+ to minimize the effects from binding of the soft metal ions at other sites. The resultant K d,app
Cd obtained by plotting k rel versus Cd 2+ concentration and fitting to eq 3 can be used in TFA just as described above.
Macromolecular structural models derived from X-ray crystallographic data provide a breadth of structural detail that would be impossible to match through functional studies alone. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that interactions observed in ground state structures obtained crystallographically or by other means reflect the functional interactions made in the reaction's transition state, as exemplified in the case of another RNA enzyme, the hammerhead ribozyme (30, 31) . Thus, it is critical to "connect" X-ray structures to functional data, and the knowledge obtained is typically synergistic.
For group I ribozymes, a wealth of functional data predated the recent X-ray structures, and the vast majority of the interactions detected by functional studies were reflected in the X-ray structures (10) . In total, of 19 interactions identified by functional data at or near the active site, 17 were reproduced in the second Azoarcus crystal structure (16) . Despite this wealth of information, contacts between active site metal ions and the ribozyme's backbone remained less explored functionally, and only the contact between M C and the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen of C262 was functionally probed in the reaction's transition state (5). As introduced above, M A ( Figure 1 ) plays a pivotal role in group I intron catalysis by providing electrostatic stabilization of negative charges in the transition state and possibly electrostatic destabilization of the ground state. We have functionally probed the coordination sphere of M A proposed from crystallographic data (13, 14, 16) . In this section, we describe the extension of thermodynamic fingerprint analysis that allows such identification and then present the relevant data. The basic approach of identifying metal ion ligands from the ribozyme is to determine which "fingerprint" is perturbed to giVe stronger binding upon thio substitution at potential ligand sites.
Consider two ribozymes, the wild type (wt) and a modified ribozyme in which one phosphoryl oxygen atom is replaced by a sulfur atom. For the wt ribozyme, addition of Cd 2+ does not usually affect reactions of the unmodified substrate, S o , except for inhibition at high concentration that can be accounted for by using k rel . Therefore, we can treat the parameter R in Scheme 1A as being close to unity; R refers to the reactivity of the unmodified substrates in the presence of Cd 2+ relative to the reactivity in the absence of Cd 2+ . This situation may or may not hold for the modified ribozyme. In a case in which a contact between the sulfur atom and a metal ion is not present in the reaction's ground state but must be formed in the transition state, the simplest expectation is that this modified ribozyme would show an increase in the observed rate constant as the Cd 2+ concentration is increased; in this case, we expect R > 1. Conversely, if there is a ground state contact between the sulfur atom and a metal ion that needs to be broken in going to the transition state, a decrease in the observed rate constant is expected as the Cd 2+ concentration is increased; i.e., R < 1. However, a lack of dependence on Cd 2+ concentration is not conclusive, as it can arise from the absence of a contact between the sulfur atom and a metal ion or, alternatively, a contact that is fully formed in both the ground state and the transition state with either Cd 2+ or Mg 2+ . Scheme 1 To establish the identity of ligands for metal ions, let us first extend Scheme 1 by using Scheme 2, which explicitly contains both the ground state (K d,app Cd ) and the transition state (K Cd ‡ ) dissociation constants of the rescuing metal ion. These two dissociation constants are linked by the thermodynamic cycle in Scheme 2. TFA can now be applied to both the wt and the modified ribozymes, and K d,app Cd can be determined for both ribozymes from their Cd 2+ dependencies of k rel ; similarly, K Cd ‡ can be determined by considerations from the observed rate constants and the thermodynamic cycle in Scheme 2. Because of the high affinity of Cd 2+ for sulfur, the simplest prediction is that a sulfur atom introduced in the modified ribozyme that contacts the rescuing metal ion in both the ground state and transition state will lower the dissociation constants (ground and transition states) of this metal ion compared to the wt ribozyme. This effect would shift the rescue profile for the modified ribozyme toward lower Cd 2+ values. If there is no contact between the rescuing metal ion and the sulfur atom on the ribozyme, the simplest expectation is that the profiles for the wt and modified ribozymes will coincide, and K d,app Cd and K Cd ‡ will be unaffected. More complex situations in which the metal ion/ligand interaction is made only in the ground state or the transition state can be distinguished and were described above.
The cases described above are ideal situations, in which the affinity of the rescuing metal ion is affected only by direct effects. In practice, indirect effects from altered charge distributions, steric clashes, and structural rearrangements upon substitution of oxygen for sulfur can result in changes in the value of the dissociation constants. On the other hand, direct contacts will likely induce larger changes in the dissociation constants compared to indirect effects. Thus, it is crucial to also determine the magnitude of effects arising from sulfur substitutions at different positions. In the following section, we describe how these comparisons have allowed the identification of three ligands for M A , one of the catalytic metal ions in the Tetrahymena ribozyme. These results unify the structural and functional models for this metal ion and its interactions.
Metal A and Its EnVironment from Crystal Structures and PreVious Functional Data.
Functional data detected a metal ion, M A , that interacts with both the 3′-oxygen of the leaving group and the pro-S P oxygen of the transferred phosphoryl group (32, 33) . A metal ion that appears to satisfy these contacts is also present in the Twort (14) and the two Azoarcus (13, 16) crystal structures (Figure 2 ), but this metal ion was absent in the structure of the truncated Tetrahymena intron (15) . In the Twort crystal structure model (Table 2 and Figure 2C ), the pro-S P oxygen atoms of residues U84, A185, A187, and U188 are respectively 3.8, 2.9, 3.3, and 2.8 Å from M A , and these residues were proposed to make direct contacts with the metal ion (14, 34) . In both Azoarcus crystal structures, the pro-S P oxygens of the corresponding residues, C88, G170, A172, and U173, are also in the vicinity of a metal ion, M 1 , that was proposed to be equivalent to M A (Table 2 and Figure 2A,B) ; however, the oxygen of residue U173 was 4.4 Å from the metal ion, although in the right geometry to complete the octahedral shell for the magnesium ion. This residue was thus proposed to make an outer sphere interaction with M A through an intervening water molecule not seen in the X-ray structure. These residues correspond to residues C208, A304, A306, and U307, respectively, in the Tetrahymena ribozyme, and we use the numbering from Tetrahymena throughout for simplicity.
To test these proposals using the "extended TFA" described above, we prepared four ribozymes containing a regio-and stereospecific sulfur substitution in place of the proposed oxygen ligands (C208S P , A304S P , A306S P , and U307S P ). In addition, we prepared four control ribozymes containing the sulfur modification at the same residue, but with the opposite stereochemistry (C208R P , A304R P , A306R P , and U307R P ). The pro-R P oxygens of residues C208 and A304R P are not proposed to make contacts with metal ions, although previous qualitative data from nucleotide analogue interference mapping (NAIM) experiments (35, 36) suggest a role for these atoms. The pro-R P oxygen of residue A306 is proposed to make a contact with M C on the basis of the Azoarcus (13, 16) and Tetrahymena (15) crystal structures. Finally, the pro-R P oxygen of residues U307 was functionally linked to a peripheral metal ion, referred to as M E (22), consistent with a metal ion proposed to be present in the Azoarcus and Twort crystal structures (13, 14, 16) but not observed in the Tetrahymena structure (15) .
The reactivity of six of these modified ribozymes (C208S P , C208R P , A304S P , A304R P , A306S P , and A306R P ) was partially characterized in previous work (18) . In that report the effect of phosphorothioate substitution was evaluated by determining the reactivity of the modified ribozymes with an all-RNA 5′-splice site mimic, CCCUCUA 5 (rSA 5 ). Among the different ribozymes studied in that paper, the C208S P , A306S P , and A306R P ribozymes were found to react 30-100-fold slower than the wt ribozyme. Addition of 1 mM Mn 2+ or 0.5 mM Zn 2+ increased the observed rate constant for the C208S P ribozyme by ∼20-fold, but this rate stimulation was not observed for the other modified ribozymes. Addition of 0.2 mM Cd 2+ did not have any effect on any of these ribozymes. The enhancement in reactivity upon Mn 2+ or Zn 2+ addition was taken as support for a direct contact between the pro-S P oxygen of C208 and a metal ion. This metal ion was suggested to be M A by using a substrate containing a modification at the sulfur modification at the 3′-oxygen of the oligonucleotide substrate, because this substrate exhibited an ∼1000-fold rate acceleration upon addition of Cd 2+ for the modified ribozyme compared to the wt ribozyme.
For the comparisons between modified and wt ribozymes to be interpretable, it is crucial to monitor the same individual reaction steps. The reaction catalyzed by the Tetrahymena ribozyme involves multiple steps, and a kinetic and thermodynamic reaction framework has been determined and is summarized in Scheme 3 (ref 10 and references cited therein). The oligonucleotide substrate (S), which mimics the 5′-splice site of the normal self-splicing reaction, binds to the ribozyme to form the so-called P1 duplex in an "open complex", indicated with the subscript "o" [(E · S) o and (E · S · G) o ]. The P1 duplex can then dock into the ribozyme's core, forming tertiary interactions and generating the "closed complex", denoted with the subscript "c" [(E · S) c and (E · S · G) c ]. Guanosine (G) can bind at any time along this framework, and there is thermodynamic coupling between guanosine binding and P1 docking (24, 37) , resulting in increased affinity of guanosine for the closed complex relative to the open complex. Short oligonucleotides with 3′-guanosine residues, such as UCG, can form base pairings with the ribozyme adjacent to the G-binding site (38) (39) (40) and thus can bind stronger and be used in place of G to ensure saturation of the nucleophilic species (24, 38) . When the 3′-hydroxyl of G (or UCG) is deprotonated and S and G (or UCG) are aligned in the ribozyme's active site, the reaction's chemical step can proceed, in which the deprotonated 3′-oxygen atom of guanosine attacks the phosphoryl center in a transition state stabilized by the catalytic metal ions and other interactions (Figure 1 ) (ref 10 and references cited therein). Because only a limit (pK a g 10) has been established for deprotonation of the attacking guanosine nucleophile (24), this step is included with the actual chemical step in Scheme 3 and in the rate constants reported here and elsewhere (ref 10 and references cited therein).
The oligonucleotide substrate rSA 5 , used in the previous report aimed at probing possible metal ion ligands contributed from the ribozyme (18), binds and reacts from the closed complex in the wt ribozyme (26) . However, no characterization of the ground state for the modified ribozymes was carried out. To determine whether the wt and modified ribozymes react from the same ground state complex, we measured the off-rate for the oligonucleotide substrate CCCUCdUA 5 (-1d,rSA 5 ). The observed off-rate (k off obs ) depends on two factors: the stability of the duplex between the ribozyme and the oligonucleotide substrate, which is expected to be the same for the modified and wt ribozymes, and the tertiary contacts between the ribozyme and the P1 duplex in the closed complex ( 5 , and for its slower reacting analogue, -1d,rSA 5 (41). We found that oligonucleotides that bind to the wt ribozyme in the closed complex dissociate ∼20-fold faster when bound to the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes ( Table 3) . As expected, these modified ribozymes did not show any difference in the stability of the open complex, measured with oligonucleotides that bind predominantly in the open complex (data not shown; see also refs 5 and 22 for related examples). These results indicate that the closed complex is destabilized in the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes. This amount of destabilization is similar to, or greater than, the docking equilibrium in the wt ribozyme [K dock ) 22 (41)], suggesting that these modified ribozymes may react from the open complex. Given this complexity and the possible Table 2 for the equivalent residues in the Tetrahymena ribozyme. Selected residues are shown as sticks; the other parts of the ribozyme are shown as a transparent cartoon in the three panels. The figure was prepared using PyMol (DeLano Scientific, Palo Alto, CA; http://www.pymol.org). Cd A , as compared to the free ribozyme. In addition, the log linearity of the pH-rate dependencies of the reactions of both the S 3′O and -1r,dSA 5 substrates in the presence of saturated amounts of G or UCG, in the range between pH 5.5 and pH 7.5 (data not shown), strongly suggests that the chemical step is rate-limiting, by analogy to the wt ribozyme (42) (43) (44) (45) . We first established the reactivity of the modified ribozymes using the unmodified substrate, S 3′O , in the absence of Cd 2+ (Table 4 ). All of the modified ribozymes displayed a reduced reactivity compared to the wt ribozyme, by values ranging from 6-to 270-fold. These results are consistent with the previous functional data (18, 36) , suggesting an important role for each of the substituted oxygen atoms. However, it remained to be established whether this role is to coordinate a metal ion.
We next tested the effect of addition of 1 mM Cd 2+ on the reactivity of S 3′O in the wt and modified ribozymes (Table 4and Figure 3) . With the exception of the A304R P and the U307R P ribozymes, Cd 2+ affected the reactivity of the ribozymes less than 3-fold. The stimulatory effect on the U307R P ribozyme was previously investigated and ascribed to a peripheral metal ion, M E , that interacts with the introduced sulfur atom on the ribozyme and modulates several reaction steps (22) . There was also a small stimulatory effect on the A304R P ribozyme (2.5-fold), even though the substituted oxygen atom was not implicated in functional contacts with metal ions from structural data. The small magnitude of this rate enhancement and the small decrease in reactivity of the A304R P ribozyme compared to the wt ribozyme (6-fold) suggest that the stimulatory Cd 2+ effect for this ribozyme may arise from indirect effects rather than direct coordination to a metal ion (see Discussion).
Finally, we monitored the reactivity of S 3′S relative to S 3′O as a function of Cd 2+ concentration (Figure 4 ) to establish the complete rescue profiles for the wt and modified ribozymes. To allow direct comparison of the rescue profiles, we normalized the data so that Mg k rel ) 1 for all the ribozymes; the raw data are presented as Supporting Information. As shown in Figure 4B , the ribozymes containing a sulfur atom in a position proposed to be direct ligands of M A , namely, the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes, displayed rescue profiles significantly shifted toward lower Cd 2+ concentrations, with values of K d,app Cd A ∼ 0.4-0.7 mM for the three ribozymes (Table 5) ; this shift is in sharp contrast to the lack of saturation observed with the wt and U307S P ribozymes (K d,app Cd A g 10 mM). Following the analyses described above and the additional control reactions described below, these results strongly suggest that the pro-S P oxygen atoms of residues C208, A304, and A306 are both ground state and transition state ligands for M A .
The four control ribozymes, C208R P , A304R P , A306R P , and U307R P , showed different behavior ( Figure 4C , inverted triangles). Despite the decrease in reactivity observed using the S 3′O substrate (see Table 4 ), the rescue profile for C208R P (inverted red triangles) was virtually identical to that of the wt ribozyme, suggesting a lack of contacts between M A and the sulfur substitution. U307R P , which was identified to be a ligand for M E , a peripheral metal ion (22) , showed a rescue profile slightly shifted to higher Cd 2+ concentrations, suggesting an increased value of K d,app
Cd A compared to the wt ribozyme. This result is consistent with a subtle effect introduced by the perturbation of M E binding site that affects the environment within the active site, as discussed previously (22) .
The A304R P ribozyme (inverted blue triangles) displayed a shift in the rescue profile compared to the wt ribozyme, although this shift is less pronounced than that observed in the modified ribozymes whose sulfur modification is proposed to directly interact with M A . Indeed, the A304R P ribozyme reacts with S 3′O within 6-fold of the wt ribozyme in the absence of Cd 2+ , indicating that the modified ribozyme is not substantially impaired compared to the wt.
Finally, the A306R P ribozyme displayed saturation with
Cd A ∼ 3 mM, but also a lower plateau compared to the FIGURE 3: Effect of Cd 2+ (1 mM) on the reactivity of the oligonucleotide substrate S 3′O with modified ribozymes, normalized for the effect observed in the wt ribozyme. Data are from Table 4. other ribozymes. The possible reasons for this result are summarized in the Discussion. Regardless, the effects on the R P modified ribozymes are far less dramatic than those on the putative M A ligands ( Figure 4C ; compare inverted triangles and normal triangles).
The PutatiVe M A Ligands Are Not Ligands for M B and M C .
The results presented in the previous section strongly suggest the presence of ground state and transition state contacts between the sulfur atoms in the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes and Cd A . To further test this model and the conclusions arising, we tested whether these atoms interact with the other catalytic metal ions, M B and M C . We also included U307S P , because of its proposed outer-sphere coordination to M A and its vicinity to the 3′-oxygen of the guanosine nucleophile in the Twort crystal structure, suggesting a possible role of the pro-S P oxygen of U307 in coordination of M B (14) .
To follow Cd 2+ binding to the M B site, we monitored Cd 2+ rescue of the reactivity of CUCG 3′S A relative to CUCGA in the reverse reaction with E · P (eq 4 and Figure 5A ). In previously published experiments (5, 11, 12) , this test was carried out using the oligonucleotide substrate CCCUCdT (-1d,rP), which binds and reacts from the closed complex. However, as described above, docking is significantly weakened in the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes. In addition, the flat pH-rate profile for the reaction of CUCGA and -1d,rP using the A304S P and A306S P ribozymes (data not shown) suggests a nonchemical ratelimiting step for these reactions. Given these complications, we decided to follow the reaction using the oligonucleotide substrate d(CCCUC)U (eq 4), which docks weaker than the -1d,rP substrate (24) used in the previously published M B tests and whose pH-rate profile is linear up to pH 6.5 (data not shown). Additional controls showed that using d(C-CCUC)U instead of CCCUCdU does not change the rescue profile for CUCG 3′S A (Supporting Information Figure S4) .
In reactions catalyzed by the wt and modified ribozymes, Cd 2+ specifically stimulates the reactivity of CUCG 3′S A, relative to CUCGA, by more than 800-fold ( Figure 5B and Supporting Information Table S1 ). This rescue fits well to a model in which a single Cd 2+ ion binds to the M B site and rescues the reaction ( Figure 5B ). The modified ribozymes with phosphorothioate substitutions at the S P positions of residues C208, A304, A306, and U307 gave nearly identical rescue profiles ( Figure 5B and Supporting Information Table  S1 ). These results strongly suggest that the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygens of residues C208, A304, A306, and U307 are not ground state or transition state ligands for M B .
To follow Cd 2+ binding to the M C site, we monitored Cd 2+ rescue of oligonucleotide substrate cleavage by 2′-aminoguanosine (G N ) relative to G ( Figure 6A ) (5, 11, 46, 47) . Previous work showed that saturating conditions of G or G N give a larger shift in the M C rescue profile for a M C ligand, compared to subsaturating G or G N (5). This approach alters the ground state dissociation constant for M C , with respect to a situation with unbound G or G N , and therefore the resultant K d,app Cd C does not provide a fingerprint for M C . However, our goal was to determine whether the introduction of a sulfur atom on the ribozyme affected the dissociation constant of the rescuing metal ion, regardless of whether this dissociation constant was already altered by the modification on the substrate.
The rescue profiles for C208S P , A306S P , and U307S P ribozymes were nearly identical to that of the wt ribozyme, The metal ion-substrate contact being probed is indicated by solid dots in the model for the Tetrahymena ribozyme transition state. X represents an oxygen or sulfur atom in the oligonucleotide substrates S 3′O and S 3′S , respectively. (B) Rescue profiles for the wt (O), C208S P (red 4), A304S P (blue 4), A306S P (gray 4), and U307S P (orange 4) ribozymes. (C) Rescue profiles for the wt (O), C208R P (red 3), A304R P (blue 3), A306R P (gray 3), and U307R P (orange 3) ribozymes. The rescue profile of the A304S P ribozyme (blue 4) is repeated from panel B to aid comparison. k rel represents the observed rate constant for cleavage of S 3′S relative to S 3′O and was normalized to equal 1 in the absence Cd 2+ . a Inferred from the saturation observed in the C208SP, A304SP, and A306S P ribozymes.
b Derived from experimental measurements, assuming the same maximal rate for wt and modified ribozymes not giving enhanced rescue as for the preferentially rescued modified ribozymes.
c Represents the best fit of the experimental data ( Figure 4B ,C) to eq 2b using values of indicated in this showing lack of saturation in the monitored range of Cd 2+ concentration ( Figure 6B and Supporting Information Table  S2 ). The A304S P ribozyme showed a slightly different rescue profile, but within 4-fold from that of the wt ribozyme. Further, the small shift observed in the rescue profile was toward higher concentrations of Cd 2+ and thus in the opposite direction of what is predicted for a direct contact between the sulfur atom and M C . Stronger binding was observed in the same test with the C262S P ribozyme (5), consistent with a ground state and transition state contact between M C and the sulfur atom at position C262S P . The phosphorothioate incorporation into the ribozymes gave small or no effect on the M C Cd 2+ rescue profiles, strongly suggesting that the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen atoms of residues C208, A304, A306, and U307 are not ground state or transition state ligands for M C .
DISCUSSION
Metalloenzymes play multiple roles in biology, serving as kinases, phosphatases, polymerases, and nucleases, among other functions. To understand how enzymes use metal ions to provide rate acceleration, the contacts made by these metal ions at the reaction's transition state must be defined. The results presented provide a functional snapshot of the environment surrounding a catalytic metal ion in the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme in the reaction's ground state and transition state, a necessary step toward unraveling contributions to the overall rate enhancement.
The analysis of simultaneous atomic substitutions within the Tetrahymena ribozyme core and its substrates, under conditions that allow rigorous thermodynamic comparisons, provides strong evidence that the pro-S P oxygen atoms of residues C208, A304, and A306 serve as ligands for the catalytic metal ion M A (Figure 7) . A single phosphorothioate substitution at these sites dramatically decreases the apparent dissociation constant for Cd A ( Figure 4B and Table 5 ) in both the ground state and the transition state. These results are consistent with proposals from the Azoarcus and Twort crystal structures (13, 14, 16) . The lack of a shift in the rescue profile for the U307S P ribozyme suggests that there is no direct contact between the sulfur at position 307S P and M A , in contrast to the proposal from the Twort crystal data (14) .
Coordination of Cd A to the modified ribozymes does not stimulate reaction with the normal substrates, as shown by lack of Cd 2+ dependence of the reaction of S o and G (Table  4) . These results suggest that site A is fully occupied by Mg 2+ in the absence of Cd 2+ in the modified ribozyme and that the contacts between M A and its transition state ligands on the ribozyme (the pro-S P oxygen atoms of residues C208, A304, and A306) are fully formed in the ground state of the reaction and do not provide additional transition state stabilization. In contrast, there is a modest stimulation for two other modified ribozymes, U307R P and A308R P , in which the introduced sulfur atom coordinates a peripheral metal ion, M E , apparently due to subtle local rearrangements (22) .
In contrast to the other proposed M A ligands, phosphorothioate substitution at position U307S P gives no change in the rescue profile, relative to the wt ribozyme. This result suggests that if a contact is formed between M A and the pro-S P oxygen of U307, it does not occur through direct coordination. The ∼10-fold reduced reactivity of the U307S P ribozyme indicates a role that is consistent with the proposal of an outer-sphere coordination of the pro-S P oxygen of U307 to M A (13, 16) , although our experiments do not probe this coordination. Regardless, our results suggest that introduction of a phosphorothioate substitution in a position ∼4 Å from a metal ion is not sufficient to induce direct coordination. While possible in principle, the prior proposal that outersphere metal ligands can lead to rescue (48) was based on an incomplete thermodynamic analysis (J. K. Frederiksen and J. A. Piccirilli, unpublished) and is not substantiated by the results herein.
The ribozymes carrying a phosphorothioate modification with stereochemistry opposite to the proposed M A ligands showed more heterogeneous behavior. Virtually all of these ribozymes showed a decrease in overall reactivity compared to the wt ribozyme (Table 4) , including the C208R P and A304R P ribozymes, where the sulfur substitution is not predicted to interact with any metal ion. While it is possible that these atoms interact with a metal ion, the C208R P ribozyme rescue profile for the oligonucleotide substrate S 3′S overlaps with that of the wt ribozyme ( Figure 4C ), strongly suggesting that there are no ground state or transition state contacts between the sulfur atom and M A . The detrimental effect upon introduction of a sulfur atom in the C208R P ribozyme presumably results from indirect effects, such as disruption of a network of interactions that does not involve a metal ion, introduction of a steric clash, or redistribution of charge within the phosphodiester linkage. In the second Azoarcus crystal structure, the pro-R P oxygen of the residue corresponding to C208 is 2.5 Å from the 2′-OH of A306 and 3.1 Å from the pro-R P oxygen atom of the same residue. These atoms have been proposed to coordinate metal ions (16) , and it is possible that the introduced sulfur atom affects their positioning.
For the A304R P ribozyme, the rescue profile for S 3′S is shifted toward lower Cd 2+ concentrations compared to the wt ribozyme. However, this shift is less pronounced than those for the putative M A ligands, suggesting differences between this group of ribozymes and the A304R P ribozyme. In addition, functional data already support five transition state ligands for M A (the pro-S P phosphoryl oxygen atoms of residues C208, A304, and A306, the pro-S P oxygen on the scissile phosphate, and the 3′-bridging oxygen of the leaving group), with only one ligand missing to satisfy an octahedral geometry. These five ligands support the spatial environment observed in the Azoarcus crystal structures (13, 16) . Given this agreement of function and structure in the environment surrounding M A , including the functionally tested contact between the pro-R P oxygen of U307 (22), it is reasonable for the sixth M A ligand to be in the vicinity of the pro-S P oxygen of U307, as proposed from the Azoarcus crystal structures (13, 16) . In these structures, the pro-R P oxygen of A304 approaches the metal ion site from a distinct orientation than the pro-S P oxygen of U307 [ Figure 2A ,B; cf. the red oxygen atom for Azoarcus residues U173 (U307) and the orange oxygen atom for Azoarcus residue G170 (A304)] and therefore seems unlikely to represent the missing M A ligand. This analysis supports the model that the effects observed upon introduction of a sulfur atom at the R P position of A304 are due to a rearrangement of the active site upon thio substitution, as described in other systems (22, (49) (50) (51) . One interesting possibility for this rearrangement is that a direct coordination of M A to the sulfur atom is induced in a conformation distinct from the predominant active conformer of the wt ribozyme that still allows catalytic interactions with M A . There is evidence for such an effect for the hammerhead ribozyme (ref 52 and S. Wang, K. Karbstein, and D. Herschlag, unpublished results).
Phosphorothioate substitution at position U307R P , a position implicated in binding a peripheral metal ion referred to as M E , shifts the rescue profile to higher Cd 2+ concentrations. Possible reasons for this effect have been discussed in previous work (22) .
The last ribozyme studied, the A306R P ribozyme, shows a significant but modest decrease in the ground state dissociation constant for M A , K d,app Cd A (2.5 mM vs g10 mM for the wt ribozyme). It is possible that this residue indeed interacts with M A , and its distance from M A was calculated as 2.8 and 3.8 Å in the first and subsequent Azoarcus structures, respectively (13, 16) . The longer distance and the unfavorable angle of approach observed in the second structure, which appears to better mimic the active ribozyme, the structural and functional evidence that the pro-S P oxygen atom of the residues is a M A ligand, and the modest change in M A affinity raise questions about whether the pro-R P oxygen atom of A306 is normally a M A ligand. We propose instead that this atom, when replaced by sulfur, may take advantage of the strong sulfur/Cd 2+ affinity to make a noncognate interaction, as has been observed with the hammerhead ribozyme (52) . Further, the rescue profiles of Figure 4C show that the pro-R P sulfur substitution at A306 does not increase reactivity and, indeed, decreases reactivity at saturating Cd 2+ , consistent with formation of a nonproduc- tive, inhibitory interaction. Finally, this phosphoryl oxygen atom has been proposed to be a ligand for M C (13, 15, 16) , and initial functional tests support this proposal (M. Forconi, J. Lee, J. L. Hougland, J. A. Piccirilli, and D. Herschlag, unpublished) .
In contrast to the large shift of M A rescue profiles, the C208S P , A304S P , and A306S P ribozymes did not show significantly altered rescue profiles for substrates that probe Cd 2+ occupancy at the M B and M C sites (CUCG 3′S A and G N , respectively; Figures 5B and 6B ). These observations strongly suggest that none of the introduced sulfur atoms interacts with the metal ions responsible for rescue with these substrates in either the ground state or the transition state. The lack of altered rescue profiles in M B and M C tests underscores the power of the approach used here, as contacts with different metal ions can be distinguished on the basis of the simultaneous introduction of substitutions on the substrates and on the ribozyme.
Our results on M A coordination are in full agreement with all the previous functional data and clarify, minimally for the Tetrahymena ribozyme, the metal ion coordination for the ribozyme, distinguishing between different coordination schemes suggested from different X-ray structures (13, 14, 16) . Combining the considerable functional work from sulfur substitution on the ribozyme backbone with the structural data suggests that these substitutions generally do not alter the metal ion contacts. We also have provided evidence for one instance of such change, based on careful dissection of functional data. These results, in combination with previous functional data linking the pro-S P oxygen of C262 to M C in both the ground state and the transition state of the reaction (5), suggest that the second Azoarcus crystal structure (16) most closely represents the ground state interactions that occur in solution. As noted above, the main difference between transition state models based on functional or structural data is the presence or absence of a third metal ion, M B , and this question is not answered herein. Nevertheless, the extensive functional data exploring catalytic interactions provide a portrait of catalysis by this ribozyme in nearly full agreement with one of the proposals based on these X-ray data (16), as described previously and summarized in Figure  7 (10).
The results presented herein emphasize the enormous power of the interplay of structural and functional data. Structural data, derived from different group I intron crystal structures, provided important initial clues regarding the environment surrounding catalytic metal ions in the group I intron. From this, functional assays were used to probe the ground state and transition state coordination around a catalytic metal ion, M A , in the Tetrahymena ribozymecatalyzed reaction. Using site-specific phosphorothioate substitutions in the ribozyme, coupled to atomic substitutions on the substrates under conditions that allow valid thermodynamic comparison between the wild type and modified ribozymes, we have identified three ligands for M A . Our results also suggest that the ribozyme-M A ligands remain bound to M A over the reaction cycle, prior to association with substrates, in the E · S complexes and in the reaction's transition state. These results provide the basis for dissection of the role of this metal ion in the ribozyme reaction cycle and, in conjunction with the information from crystallography, for understanding of the structural features that allow construction of positioned, catalytic metal ion sites.
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